
BN EsoCera Slip

• Safe, water-based, easy to use and cleanup
• Ready-to-pour (after stirring) into plaster mold for  
 creating specialty shapes 
• Forms Boron Nitride based ceramic shapes after  
 drying and �ring

Liquid Casting Slip for Pouring into Plaster Molds to Create Your Own BN-Based Parts

Ideal Use

Speci�cations

 Use Notes Active Ingredient        BN + ceramic
Max Use Temperature       1000 C (1832 F)
Use Atmosphere All
Fired Composition 
 40% BN; remainder Na-K-Al-Si-O ceramic
Liquid Carrier             Water
Brook�eld Viscosity (cps) 200 @2/60
Speci�c Gravity  1.4
Color                                Gray (�res to White)
Shelf Life (months) >12
pH 8
H F R Ratings 1-0-0

• Making your own parts with BN performance
• For 1000 C upper use temperature in all atmospheres
• Molten nonferrous-metal-resistant ceramic pieces

1. Stir thoroughly until completely uniform.
2. Pour/cast into plaster mold, and allow to sit while  
 topping o� as needed (maybe two or three times)  
 while buildup of cast part occurs.
3. Pour out the excess slip (which can be used again),  
 tilt plaster mold and let it drain for 1-2 minutes.   
 Then, totally invert the mold and place onto a  
 paper towel to drain a bit further for about ½ hour.
4. Turn the mold with the pour-hole upright, and  
 then trim o� excess material around the pour-hole.
5. Let the cast piece sit in the mold until the piece  
 shows separation from the mold edges. If possible,  
 then place into a drying oven at 50 C for a couple  
 of hours for getting further separation from the  
 mold and increasing strength of the “green” piece.    
 If drier is unavailable, just let the part sit for a  
 longer time.
6. Remove the part (gently) from the mold and trim  
 mold-marks and edges as desired while the part is  
 in the leather-hard stage here.
7. Place the part back into dryer for 4-6 hours or  
 longer to thoroughly dry … or … dry further at  
 room temperature until the part seems dry.
8. Fire the part in air with the furnace/kiln heating  
 rate (suggested) of about 3 C/minute (5.4 F/min)  
 from room temperature to 1000 C (1832 F) and  
 “soak” for ½ hour.
9. The �red part will have very little shrinkage and is  
 ready-to-use for high-temperature performance.
Helpful information: https://www.instructables.com/Slip-
Casting/ and Making A Simple Ceramic Cup https://www.you-
tube.com/watch?v=9xumZRmBPOg 

BN EsoCera Slip is an esoteric ceramic casting slip 
loaded with BN in order to impart the great properties 
of BN into a part cast-and-sintered from this slip. Thus, 
if you are familiar with slip casting ceramics, this slip 
works identically to normal ceramic slip – casts into 
plaster molds with good release and shape retention, 
forming a strong leather-hard body on initial drying 
and then �ring to a strong, well-bonded body.

Key Attributes

Safety Information

Sizes and colors

BN EsoCera Slip is a gray colored thick liquid
Standard Size: quart and gallon 
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ZYP Coatings, Inc. (ZYP) makes no warranties, express or implied, including the warranty of merchantability or �tness for 
a particular service.  Product is for industrial/commercial use only.   Users should determine suitability for their use.  

In no event will ZYP be liable for any direct, indirect, incidental, special or consequential damages or losses including, 
but not limited to loss of pro�ts, in any way related to this product regardless of the legal theory asserted.

• Consult SDS before use. 
• For industrial use only


